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PRESIDENT'S PAGE
Fifty years is a very short span of
time in the history of the world and at
the same time a very long span in the
life of a man. As we approach tlie
Golden Anniversary of Tan Kappa
Alpha, it is great to note that the
Founder and four of the ten original
members of Tan Kappa Alpha are still
living. I am hoping that it will be pos
sible for all five of these men to be with

I

us in Lexington for the celebration of
our fiftieth birthday.
We often read and hear that insti

tutions and organizations are but the
lengtliened shadows of men. Tliese
men founded an organization that has
meant much to more than 12,000 men

and women of this country. Their vi
sion in founding an organization such
as TKA is all tire more amazing when
we consider that the goals and objec
tives of this organization are even more
appropriate to the needs of youtlr to
day than in 1908. That it will be true
a hundred or even a thousand years
hence, I have little doubt. As we pause
for a moment in 1958 to look back on

the past achievemeirts of our organiza
tion, let us contemplate the significance
of this occasion and consider the impli
cations of fifty years of leadership in
forensics by TKA.
Most important of all, are the tlrousands of students who have come to

know of the meaning of Tan Kappa
Alpha through their membership. These
people represent what TKA means and
is better than all the statements, oral
or written, that have been or will be

Dr. Earl Bradley

men and women have contributed to

our society, no one will deny. That
these ideals and tliat the inspiration of
membership in TKA have been inflnences in the lives of these people, we
hope no one can deny. The goals of
TKA have always been, and must al
ways be, to contribute to the signifi
cance and dignity of tlie individual in a
free society. It is through this that we
have contributed to making America a
great nation and through adherance to
tliis ideal that we shall continue to con

tribute to the preservation and advance
ment of freedom both in America and

tliroughout the world. "Where speech
organization meaningful or significant. is free, men are free, and where speech
The past, the present and the future of is not free, men are enslaved" are fa
TKA is, and must always be weighed in miliar statements to all members of
the scales of human values. That these TKA. We believe them, we try to live
uttered or written. In them alone is our
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them. And, through our believing and
our living, we hope to make the world
a })etter place.
it is great to be associated with such
an organization on such an occasion.
It is with humilitv and a feeling of in
adequacy that I face the task of appropriatelv recognizing the Golden .\n-

ni\ersar\- of Tan Kappa Alpha. To all
of vou who lan e ever been associated

with TK.\ in any way. I solicit your
support for making this event a trul)'
memorable one in the historv of our

organization.

I'll be looking forward to seeing you
at Lexington!

CHAPTER SPONSORS

The location of tlie 1959 National Conference will be determined by the Na
tional Council at its meeting in Lexington. Tlierefore, any chapter interested in
hosting the next conference should submit its invitation to President Bradley
as soon as possible. Complete information is needed on available dates and
facilities for meetings and housing.
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THE ORIGIN OF TAU KAPPA ALPHA
The idea which led to the founding
of Tau Kappa Alpha first came to me in
the fall of 1907 when, as a student at

Butler College in Indiana, I was activ
ely engaged in college oratorical and
debating efforts. In the field of scholar

ship Phi Beta Kappa had made a lasting
impression on my mind. I remembered
those rich contributions to American
literature which had come out of the

Harvard chapter of that famous society;
some of the annual Phi Beta Kappa
orations and poems at Harvard were
taught in practically all of the second
ary schools of the time. Why, I asked

I"-

myself, shouldn't there also be a
national honor fraternity dedicated to

excellence in pubhc speech, a "Phi Beta
Kappa" for orators as well as for schol
ars? I decided that there should be

such a society.
In the weeks that followed, I wrote

Oswald Ryan

to a number of prominent men explain
ing what I had in mind and asking for
All of these men wrote me encourag
their opinions. Among those who re ing repUes. Senator Beveridge thought
sponded were Mr. Louis D. Brandeis, it an "excellent idea." So did Mr.
then a prominent lawyer at the Boston Bryan, who assured me that an honor
bar, and destined to become one of the society dedicated to the advancement
great justices in the history of the of oratory would be especially approp
United States Supreme Court; Professor riate "since there never was a time
Albert Bushnell Hart, the historian and when there was greater need for orators
head of the Department of History at to correct the misrepresentations of
Harvard, with whom I was to become newspapers"!

associated in later years in the teaching
of American history at Harvard; Wil
liam Jennings Bryan, the great com
moner whose "Cross of Gold" speech
eleven years before had electrified the
nation; and finally Albert J. Beveridge,
then a leading orator of tlie United
States Senate, who was subsequently to
become the author of the, great Life of

John Marshall. Senator Beveridge be
came the second president of Tau Kap
pa Alpha,

Spurred on by such encouragement
I resolved in May, 1908, to undertake
the organization of an honor fraternity
for public speakers.
Residing at Columbus, Indiana, was
Hugh Th. Miller, a banker who had
previously been a distinguished-profes
sor of Greek at Butler College at Indi
anapolis. He was Lieutenant-Governor
of Indiana at the time and a scholar in

"Hoosier" politics. On the long dist-
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ance telopliono 1 told G()\ern()r Miller

constitution was amended to establish

what 1 had in mind and asked if he

the college as the chapter unit—the
form of organization whicii obtains

woidd ^i\'e me the opportimitv of talk
ing tlie inattei- over with him, He gen- todav.
eronslv in\ited me to be his guest at
.After cotnpleting the organization of
the Columbia Club at Indianapolis. At the Indiana chapter the next ste]) was
this luncheon he \varml\- endorsed the to carry the torch into other colleges
proposal and promis{*d t(3 become one and universities. Upon engraved letter
of the charter members. We discussed heads jiroudly bearing the caption "Na
with some enthusiasm the plan of or tional Secretary of Tau Kappa .Alpha"
ganization. deciding that the chapter 1 began a campaign of promotion by
should be liased on tlie state as a tmit correspondence, in an effort to "sell"
instead of the college and that member the new fraternitx' to outstanding stu
ship should be limited to those who dents of oratorv and debating in other
had i)articipated in intercollegiate ora parts of the country. Searching thrt)ugh
torical or debating contests. Go\ernor various college publications 1 found the
Miller suggested the name "Tau Kappa names of Julian Thomas of the UniverAlpha."
sitv of Utah, today a practicing lawyer
1 picked tiie charter members from in Paris, and Frank Graham, a junior
college men whom I had known to be at the Universitv of North (Carolina at
outstanding college speakers. Tliev Chapel Hill. Thev were persuaded to
were Walter H. Linn and Lawrenct' take on the task of promotion in their
respective regions. Later Lowell Thom
De\'ore. members of the Wabash Col
lege debating team; Chester .A. Jevvett as. University of Denver, todav famous
of DePauw Ujiiv ersitv. who had recent-

as a radio commentator and author, be

1\" representeil that institution at the came a valuable aid. Several years ago
while I was visiting my son who was a
Indiana State Oratorical contest; Wal
ter R. Miles of Earlham and Jose|)h J. student at the Universitv of North
Bovle of Notre Dame—outstanding col Carolina. Frank Graham, its nationally
lege orators who liad represented their known president, said to me: "Ryan, if
colleges in the Indiana State Oratorical von wrote as nianv letters during your
contests; Carl Rarnett. Roger \\'. ^V[d- college davs to anvone else in the
lac<', Herbert R. Hvman, and Claris

United Sttites as vou wrote to me dur

.Adams—all four Rutler College debat
ing team members, the last being mv

ing that period, v'ou did not have any
time for anv' college work. How did
vou ev er get a degree?" I think I must
have spent a lot of time on Tau Kappa
Alpha.
.A year after the founding of the fra
ternity at Indianapolis I was awarded
the Indiami scholarship In Harvard
College and thereupon transferred my
residence to Cambridge,.Massachusetts.
1 took Tau Kappa .Alpha with me. At

roommate at Rutler. .All of them re

ceived the proposal enthusiastically and
promised to participate, Later, on May
13. 190S. all eleven of us met in Gover
nor Miller's office in the Indiana State

Capitol, where vv'c formallv organized
Tau Kappa .Alpha, adopting a constitu
tion. motto and colors, and electing a

president and secretary. Governor
Miller was chosen president and 1 sec-

Harv ard I met a number of men of

distinction who generouslv gave their
It will be remembered that the fra- coimsel in the e.xpansion of the new
ternitv' was organized upon the state as fraternity. Among them were William
the chapter unit. .A few years later the James, the philosopher, one of the
retarv.
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greatest Americans of our time; Hugo
Munsterberg, the founder of modern
experimental psychology; George Santayana, author and philosopher, today
popularly known as the author of the
Last Puritan; and President Abbott

dent of the University of Portland. Carl
Barnett served the Christian Church in

administrative positions before his
death in September, 1950. Governor
Miller died in May, 1948. Chester
Jewett was an officer in the Fletcher

Lawrence Lowell, who in my junior Savings & Trust Company, Indian
year at Harvard succeeded the famous apolis. Roger Wallace died suddenly
President Charles W. Eliot. President on February 24 of this year after a suc
Lowell subsequently wrote the intro cessful career as a lawyer and, recently,
duction to my book. Municipal Free as vice president of California Prints,
dom. TIius Tau Kappa Alpha in its Inc., a textile firm.
early development had the friendly ad
Of the surviving members of the
vice and help of some of the most out group Claris Adams, former president
standing Americans of the time.
of the Ohio Life Insurance Company
During this expansion period I also at Columbus, Ohio, is now national
had the valuable counsel of my Har president of the Association of Life In
vard classmate, Charles Sager Collier, surance Companies. Before entering
with whom I was associated in the

the insurance business he had a distin

Harvard Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa. guished career at the Indiana bar
He is today a distinguished member of where he also had served as prosecut
the law faculty of George Washington ing attorney. It is an interesting coinci
University. Others who were active in

dence that in 1926 both Adams and I

building up the Harvard Tau Kappa were Republican candidates for the
Alpha chapter were Francis B. Sayre, nomination for U. S. Senator in the
treasurer of Tau Kappa Alpha, who Indiana primary, he for the long term
subsequently became Assistant Secre
tary of State and the High Commis
sioner of the Philippine Islands, in
which post he succeeded another mem
ber of Tau Kappa Alpha, Paul V.
McNutt of Indiana; Charles E. Hughes,
Jr., who became Solicitor General of
the United States, resigning when his
father became Chief Justice of the
United States; and Charles W. Jewett,
later a mayor of Indianapolis. Jewett

and I for the short term. Walter H.Linn

is an able and very successful practic
ing lawyer at CrawfordsviUe, Indiana.

Miles is a distinguished professor of
Psychology at Yale. Lawrence De Vore
recently retired as Chairman of the
Board of the First National Bank in
CrawfordsviUe.

It seems a far cry from that day
when we met in the Indiana capitol to
found a new honor fraternity. From a
is the brother of Chester Jewett, one of small beginning Tau Kappa Alpha has

the eleven founders.

Five of the charter members of Tau

grown until its chapters dot the nation's
college map from the Atlantic to the
Pacific and from the Canadian to the

Kappa Alpha are hving today. Herbert Mexican border. Its members have
Hyman died in March, 1939, in New been drawn from every section and
York after a successful business career. they are found in every class of Ameri
Joseph Boyle died July 3, 1936. He was can fife. For fifty years they have car
an ordained priest of the Catholic ried the banner for those ideals and
church, a frequent contributor to edu purposes to which they pledged their
cational and ecclesiastical magazines, allegiance when they entered this so
and at the time of his death was presi ciety of educated men and women.
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OSWALD RYAN
FOUNDER OF TAU KAPPA ALPHA

Oswald Ryan, now a Washington, D. was one of the U. S. representatives
C., lawyer, is a native of Anderson, who negotiated the air agreement with
Indiana. He was educated at Harvard

Canada in 1945, and in 1946 he was

College and Harvard Law School and one of the negotiators and signers of
has received the honorary degree of the important air agreement between
doctor of laws from universities in Ohio

tlie United States and Great Britain at

and West Virginia.

Bermuda. He served as chief of the

After years of law practice at the United States delegation in the bilateral
Indiana Bar, he served as General air negotiations with Mexico in 1946
and the following year he represented
Counsel of the Federal Power Commis
sion under both Presidents Hoover and

Roosevelt, for a period of 6/2 years dur
ing which time he argued important
public utihty cases before the U. S. Su
preme Court and other Federal courts.
In 1938 President Roosevelt appointed
him as one of the two Repubhcan mem
bers of the Civil Aeronautics Board

which had just been created by Con
gress. He was reappointed in 1943 by
President Roosevelt and again reap
pointed by President Truman in 1949.
In 1953 he was designated by President
Eisenhower to continue as Chairman of

the Civil Aeronautics Board, having
been originally appointed as Chairman
by President Truman in 1952. He was
also appointed Chairman of the Air
Coordinating Committee by President

the United States in the negotiations
for a multilateral air treaty with 29

other governments at Geneva. In 1949
he was one of the United States repre
sentatives in the air pohcy conver
sations with the United Kingdom at
London, and in June, 1953, he repre
sented the United States Government

at the I. C. A. O. Air Conference of the

50 governments at Brighton, England.
The following year he presided over

the negotiations for the revision of the
U. S.-Spain Air Agreement.
He was the Chairman of the United
States Division of the Permanent Amer

ican Aeronautical Commission (C.A.P.

A.) which was established in 1936 by
the Lima Conference of the Twenty-

one American Republics.

Truman and Member of the National

Advisory Committee for Aeronautics by
President Eisenhower.

Mr. Ryan is the author of several
books: The Commission Plan of City

Mr. Ryan has represented the United Government, which was awarded the
States on a number of diplomatic mis Baldwin National Award in 1910; Munici-pal Freedom, 1915; The Challenge
sions abroad. In 1923 he served under
presidential appointment as a member of the Prophets, 1929. He has been a
of the European Immigration Commis contributor to Harper's, American Polit

sion to confer witli MussoHni in Italy, ical Science Review, Public Utilities
President Masaryk in Czechoslovakia, Fortnightly, Journal of Air Law and
Commerce, Popular Science Monthly,
President Hainisch in Austria, Prime

Minister Baldwin in England and other
governmental heads regarding immi
gration policy.
In 1944 he was a member of the

and others.

Mr. Ryan is a member of Phi Beta
Kappa (Harvard), Phi Delta Theta,
Phi Delta Phi (law), and Sigma Alpha

United States air mission to Spain. He Tail (aviation).
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THE EARLY YEARS OF TAU KAPPA ALPHA
I have an assignment from the Editor
to give the early history of T K A in 700
words. You would not suspect this re
quest is sent through the National His
torian. He has all the records; I have

all the memories. In a picture of
twelve members taken at the 1916 con

vention, 1 am able to identify six. Bob
Armstrong, an Indiana lawyer, also
named six, so we established par for
the course. Bob's secretary could not
even pick out her boss—he was behind
a mustache. We sent the picture to
Oswald Ryan who couldn't even name
six. Two in the twelve are his fratern

ity brothers. Oswald couldn't call their
names. Possibly they borrowed money
from him in coUege which they owe
and he hesitates to say what he calls
them. But—1 am asked to talk about tlie
founders.

My first memory of the founding was

Roger W. Wallace'''

a whispered invitation to come to the
Indiana State House, May 13, 1908. 1
went, knowing the state had no income
taxes to collect. In the spacious cham
bers of Lt. Governor Hugh Th. Miller,
the founding was accomplished. He
was our first president. He has passed
on, after endearing himself to the peo
ple of Indiana in the high order of
statesmanship with which he served
them.

named as vanquished by such talented
opposition. These were: Oswald Ryan,
Cralis Adams and Herbert Hyman;
their subject being, "Ship Subsidies."
Oswald Ryan will be with you in
Lexington come April lOtli. Claris
Adams, once of Hiram College, later of
Butler, is now with the Association of

Life Insurance Companies in Washing
Walter Miles, of Earlham College,
a founder, was a worthy opponent in
debate and a gentleman, as would
be expected of a Richmond, Indiana,
Quaker. 1 seem to remember that a
team headed by Walter Miles defeated
a team composed of three other foun
ders, who will not object to being

ton, D. C. Carl Barnett, before his

death, went on to high administrative
positions of trust in the Christian
Church.

The Wabash College founders, Wal
ter H. Linn and Lawrence DeVore,

were two fine speakers. 1 should know.

" All Tau Kappa Alpha members will be saddened to learn of Mr. Wallace's death on

February 24. He had planned to attend tire Golden Anniversary Conference. Few others
invested as much time, energy, and devotion to TKA as did Mr. Wallace. He was always
modest about these efforts, but tlie brief references to his early duties in this article, written
only a few weeks before his death, provide evidence of his contributions.
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I met them in debate, with two TKA

My most active work with TKA was

colleagues, Clarence Reidenbach and
Elbert H. Clarke. "Reidy," nicknamed
"the Fighting Parson" by Herb Hyman,
has for the last quarter century been
in the pulpit of the Oakland Congre
gational Church of which Dr. Charles
R. Brown was the pastor, before be
coming Dean of Yale Divinity. Elbert
H. Clark, a merciless logician with a

done after I returned from Stanford

ment to TKA. Yet, let me bear witness,

ment of these in the Manual issued in

University Law School to practice in
Indianapolis. When World War I
called me away, I left the records, ros
ters, supplies and cash balance with Ed
ward J. Hecker, a TKA, who had
printed The Speaker from its first issue.
After discharge from the Army I was
not in position to continue the fra
vein of Hoosier humor, was later head ternity work. Your records will show
of Purdue math department, and then the hands tlirough which the task
on the Hiram College faculty till he passed since. I feel confident tliat none
has slighted the duties connected with
retired.
Chester A. Jewett, another founder, his office.
The first ritual was prepared by
was both a debater and a finished
orator, who represented DePauw in the Ceorge Claris Adams, with the aid of
state contest, but in season held a Rev. Wm. Heihnan, a leading ritualist
position on the football varsity. His of the Sigma Chi fraternity. The name
brother, Charles W. Jewett, also De of the fraternity was selected from a
Pauw, was later mayor of Indianapolis. translation of tlie motto which seemed
Both these brothers were from Frank- to carry out the intent of the founders.
fin, Indiana, the stamping ground of The translator was a fine lady. Profes
sor of English at Butler, and a student
Elmer Davis.
Another, Herbert R. Hyman, was of Greek, Miss Katlierine Graydon. The
perpetual motion in the fiesh. On the first letters of the translation came up
Indianapolis Star, he was as good a re "T," "K," "A." Tlie pronunciation had a
porter as ever handled a police run, lilt, proved to be euphonic, and sur
and an advertising man of parts, proven vived the erosions of time. My only re
by his fist of assignments: Marmon gret is that in the proposed merger
Auto, Real Silk Hosiery, Campbell- which I favor, the names of both Tan
Ewald handling tlie Dodge account, Kappa Alpha and Delta Sigma Rho,
Conde Nast Co., and Cole Motor, for may have to bite the dust.
Oswald Ryan's services to TKA have
whom he originated the slogan,"There's
far
outdone any I have rendered. He
a Touch of Tomorrow in all Cole Does
Today." Herb designed the emblem and I have kept in touch these 50 years,
and was first Editor of The Speaker. and I add my salute to yours for his
Of the founders, Joseph J. Boyle had early and continued leadership.
The benefits to be had in undergrad
recently won the State Oratorical. Joe
did not attend the founding, and the uate membership show by attention to
good brothers of the Order of tlie Holy the solid accompfisliments of its senior
Cross, who operate Notre Dame Uni members, faculty and postgraduate; its
versity, for years offered no encourage elder statesmen, if you will. The state
that Joe Boyle was a top speaker. My January, 1955, cannot be improved
report is not complete till I register my upon. To me, the devoted, efficient ser
pleasure to know that TKA is now wel vice of the faculty men and others in
comed at Notre Dame and well repre attention and guidance to the Society,
is nothing less than marvelous.
sented there.
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Roll of Founders
Hie following names, taken from the minutes of the first meeting of Tan
Kappa Alpha held on May 13, 1908, in the office of the LieutenantGovernor of Indiana, complete the list of the founders of the society:
HUGH T. MILLER, Golumbus, Indiana

JOSEPH J. BOYLE, University of Notre Dame
WALTER H. LINN, Wabash College
LAWRENCE DeVORE, Wabash College
CHESTER A. JEWETT, DePauw University
WALTER R. MILES, Earlham College
ROGER W. WALLACE, Butler University
C. CLARIS ADAMS, Butler University
HERBERT R. HYMEN, Butler University
CARL BARNETT, Butler University
OSWALD RYAN, Butler University

Roll of National Presidents
Hugh T. Miller, Lieutenant-Covernor of the State of Indiana
Albert J. Beveridge, United States Senator from Indiana
Guy Potter Benton, Miami University and University of Vermont
Charles Brough, Governor of the State of Arkansas
John Quincy Adams, Louisiana State University
Lowell Thomas, Radio Commentator and Author

Charles R. Layton, Muskingum College

Wilson Paul, Denver University and Michigan State University
Paul E. Lull, Purdue University
Wayne C. Eubank, University of New Mexico
Earl E. Bradley, University of Denver

11
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SECRETARy'S PAGE
Ri'sponsi' to Prc'.sidi'nt Bradlt'\'s re(|iiest for donations to the Golden Jubi
lee Fund has been good. As of FeljritaiN" 10. a total of S.oOT-.SO hatl been do

nated or pledged 1)\' t\^■el■|t^'-f<>ur chap
ters of Tail Kappa Alpha. By the date
of our National (amference in .April,
the total amount

of

donations

and

pledges should e{|ual or i^xceed our

goarof .S1..500.00.

A list of all TKA niembers since the

date of granting a charter, has been
sent to each chapter from the national
office. Each chapter might u.se its list
to send to its TKA alumni a special
message regarding our Golden Jubilee
Gonference at the Unixersitv of Ken-

tuckv. Such a message might serve also
to inform the graduates of the recent

work and achie\ements of Tau Kappa

Alpha.
Two new charteretl ciiapters of TKA

were establi.slied bv the National Goun-

Dr. Ralph Y. McGinnis

cil during Januar\' and Februarv. The
first new chapter for 1958 was estab
lished at Howard College. Birmingham. cation steps before the dates of our
Alabama. Coirespomlence to Howard National C'onference. April 10-12. A
College regarding foreiisics should be total of at least ten new TKA charters
sent to Professor G. Allan Yeomans. can be e.xpccted to be presented at an
Chairman. Speech Department.
impressive ceremonx' at Lexington.
The Uni\ersit\' of Miami. Coral Cki-

bles. Florida, was the second school in

1958 to be approscd b\' the National
Council for a TKA charter. Correspond

ence to Miami Uni\ersit\- should be

sent to Professor DouakI Sprague.
Four additional colleges and univer
sities had completed all application

forms bv Februarv 10 for a chartered

chapter of TK.A, Their applications are
being processed during March bv the
Standards Committee and the National
Council. An additional twentv schools

are in sarious stages of preliininarv
application for a charter. Seceral of
them are certain tii complete all appli-

Kentuckv.

Chapter sponsors are urged to send
studemt membership applications to the
national office before Ma\' 1. The big
rush of business in the national office

occurs during Ma\'. Almost a month is

needed to process a membership ap
plication. make up the certificate au-

thori/ation. order tiie certificate and
ke\' from Balfour. and deliver the cer
tificate and ke\

to the new member.

Students who graduate in June run the
risk of not receiving their certificates
and kevs before graduation if their
membership applications are submitted
after Mav 1.
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THE VALUE OF FORENSICS
The view which I am going to pre
sent on this page will be largely based
on personal experience gained through
four years of speech training and inter
collegiate forensic competition in a lib
eral arts college.
The whole process of liberal educa
tion emerges as a continuous battle

■

against the foes of clear thinking. The
now famous Harvard Report on Gen

eral Education in a. Free Society notes
four major aims of general education:
(1) Effective thinking, (2) Communi
cation, (3) The making of relevant
judgments, (4) The discrimination of
values. Speech training has undoubt
edly been one of the most effective

educational methods in helping to ac
complish these ends.

Discussion, debate, public speaking
—all these train tire student to become
a more effective thinker. These forms

of forensic undertaking achieve this
goal by teaching the technique of re
search, of investigation, and of careful

John McDonald, Denison University
Student Council President

analysis. They teach system, order, and

above all—organization. They help the
student to see logical relationships and from the false. He must direct his
to evaluate truth from among different comments to an expert, critical, and
points of view. Speech training is discriminating audience of one or one
clearly a device to improve the skills hundred persons.
of oral communication.

The knowledge thus afforded by
In forensic competition the speaker speech education represents no mere
is constantly trained to make judg set of academic exercises to be em
ments. He must select certain facts, ployed solely in the classroom or before
certain issues, and certain tools of logic. a single judge; rather, this knowledge
He is often called upon to decide in comprises a living, dynamic set of tools
stantly what courses of thought or ar to be utilized in every facet of our
gument to pursue. The student's train

daily life. These standards are invalu

ing in this area is well geared to meet able to the college student of today—
the third aim of general education. in both the field of academic study and
Finally, the college speaker is trained the field of extracurricular activity. As
He

the student masters the.various skills

must take the scientific approach and
apjiraise all thought upon an imper
sonal basis. He must separate the true

of analysis, judgment, logic, objectivity,
organization, he soon finds that, he has
(Continued on page 18)

in' tlie discrimination of values.
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THE GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY OF TAU KAPPA ALPHA
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY

Lexington, Kentucky
April 10, 11, 12, 1958
THE SCHEDULE OF CONFERENCE EVENTS

(Lexington is on Central Duyliglit Time)
THlTRSDA-i'

8:00- 9:00

Registration—Foyer, Fine Arts Building

9:15-10:00

Opening Session—Guignol Tlieatre, Fine Arts Bldg.

10:00-11:00

Round 1 Public Speaking

11:00-12:15

R{)und 1 Debate and Discussion

12:15- 1:30

President's Lunciieon—Ballroom. Student Union

1:30- 3:(K)

First meeting of Congressional Committees
(1) Labor-South end of Ballroom, Student Union
(2) Education—Music Lounge, Student Union

3:00- 4:30

Round II Debate and Discussion

4:30- 5:45

Round ill Debate and Discussion

6:00

Executive Council Meeting—625 Blue Ash Drive
Robert Wagner Chorale—Memorial Coliseum

8:15

Friday

8:00- 9:(K}
9:00-10:30

Round II Public Speaking
Second meeting of Congressional Committees
(1) Labor—South end of Ballroom, Student Union
(2) Education—Music Lounge. Student Union

10:30-12:00

Student Congress (First Session) Ballroom. Student Union

12:00

Student Elections—Ballroom, Student Union

12:30
1:00- 2:(K)

Student Council Luncheon, Room 206. Student Union

Student Congress (Second Session) Ballroom. Student Unioj>

2:15- 3:30

Round IV Debate and Discussion

3:30- 4:45

Round V Debate and Discussion

5:00

Model Initiation—Music Lounge, Student Union
Golden Annix ersarv Banquet—Ballroom, Student Union

6:30

Saturday
9:00-10:15
10:30-11:30
11:45- 1:15
1:30- 5:0(1

Round VI Debate

Finals, Public Speaking—Guignol Tlieatre, Fine Arts Bldg.
Awards Luneheon—Ballroom, Student Union

florse Racing. Keenland
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR DERATE

Round I Thursday 11:00-12:15
Round II Thursday 3:00- 4:30
Round III Thursday 4:30- 5:45

Round IV Friday 2:15- 3:30
Round V Friday 3:30- 4:45
Round VI Saturday 9:00-10:15

1. Proposition: "Resolved: That the requirement of membership in a labor or
ganization as a condition of employment should be illegal."
2. Team divisions:

a. Each school may enter one affirmative and one negative team in the fourman division.

b. Each school may enter one team of two students prepared to debate both
sides of the proposition in the two-man division.
c. Any school may enter either or both divisions.

d. James Mclntyre of Case Institute is in charge of the four-man division;
Leonard Sommer of Notre Dame is to supervise tlie two-man division. Spe

cific questions regarding the operation of the respective divisions should be
directed to these men.

3. Judges: Each school participating in debate must furnish a qualified critic
judge for each division entered. A few local judges are available at a fee of
$3.00 per round.
4. There shall be six rounds of debate in each division.

5. Type: Debates shall be the conventional style—ten minutes for the construc
tive cases; five minutes for rebuttals. There shall be no intermission between

constructive and rebuttal speeches. Judges are not expected to give oral
critiques.

6. Awards: Appropriate certificates shall be awarded to the top individual de
baters as determined by their cumulative scores. Plaques are to be awarded
to the top schools in each division, determined on the basis of wins and losses;
team scores shall be used to break ties.

7. Any team more than ten minutes late for a debate shall forfeit that round.
8. Debaters may not participate in discussion, but they may enter the Public
Speaking and Congressional events.
9. April I, 1958, is the deadhne for all entrants.
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

Round I Thursday 11:00-12:15
Round II Thursday 3:00- 4:30
Round III Thursday 4:30- 5:45

Round IV Friday 2:15-3:30
Round V Friday 3:30-4:45

1. Discussion topic: "How can our colleges and universities best meet the in
creasing demand for higher education?"
2. There shall be five rounds of discussion.

3. A given school may enter as many students in discussion as desired. Each
school must provide a competent critic for each two discussants entered. This

requirement may be eased depending upon the number of critics needed.
A few local critics shall be available for a fee of $3.00 per round.
4. Discussants shall be assigned to panels consisting of six members. The per
sonnel of eaeh panel shall remain unchanged throughout the five rounds, but
each round shall be evaluated by a different critic.
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5. Discussants shall not participate in deliate, hut they may enter the PublicSpeaking and Congressional e\('nts.

6. For the first rouncl, tlie chairman shall be selected bv the Discussion SuperN'isor, Orville Johnson of Earlham. Cluiirmen for subsequent rounds shall be
chosen by the respectixe groups.

7. General directions for each round of discussion (intended as a guide rather
than rigid niles):

Round I—Definitions of terms: location of the problem; and limitations of the
areas for discussion.

Round II—A detailed consideration of the nature and extent of tiie problem.
Round 111—Finish the diagnosis and analysis of the problem, plus a consid
eration of the causes and the criteria that should be used in judging
)>os.sible solutions.

Round I\'—A consideration of the possible solutions as thev relate to the
causes treated in Rouncl III.

Round V—De\()t(-'d to testing the proposed solutions on the basis of the ac
cepted criteria.
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR PUBLIC SPEAKING

Round

Thursdav

10;()()-11;(H)

Round II Friday '

I

8:00- 9:00

Round 111 (finals) Saturdav 10:30-11:30

1. Each school may enter two student speakers. Men and women shall compete
in the same dix isions.

2. .\Ii contestant.s shall participate in the first txx'o rounds. The top fixe shall
comjiete in Round 111 to determine final places.
3. Each speaker shall delixer a speech on a sul)|ect of his oxxm choosing. This
speech must be persuasix e in nature, designed to inspire, conx ince. or actuate.
The .s[)eech must not exceed eight minutes.
4. The speeches should not be memorized. Tliev should be delix ered extemporaneouslv, xxuth or without notes.

5. Each school represented in Public Speaking must proxide a competent judge.
A few local juclgc^s are ax ailable for a fee of $3.(K) per round.
6. Sjieakcn-s are to be ex aluated on the basis of up to 45^ for organization and
content; up to 45% on delixeiT and platform bearing; up to 10% on choice of
topic.

7. Suitable plaques and certificates shall be axx'arded to the top speakers.
8. Helen Thornton of Mercer is in charge of this ex ent.
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS Ft)R THE STUDENT CONGRESS

First meeting of Congressional Committees—I;3()-3:(M) Thursdav
Second meeting of Congressional Committees—9:00-10:30 Fridav
Congress—Plenarx' Session—First meeting—10:30-12:00 Friday
Congress—Plenary Session—Second meeting—1:(K)-2:00 Fridav
1. The Congress shall consider two questions:
A. What action sliould the Federal Goxcrnment take respecting the require
ment of membership in a labor organization as a condition of employment?
B. What action .should the Federal Gox'crnment take to meet the increasing
demand for higher education?
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2. Students shall be divided into two groups—education and labor. A given stu
dent may take part in only one group. Students participating in the Congress
may take part in the other events in accordance with the rules covering each
contest.

3. The business of the Congress, both Committee Meetings and the Plenary
Sessions, shall be conducted in accordance with Robert's Rules of Order, Re
vised, and the rules of the National Conference.

4. Detailed rules for the Committee Meetings and the Plenary Sessions shall be
distributed during the opening session of the National Conference.
5. The Congress is in charge of Henry L. Ewbank, Jr., of Purdue.

INDUCTION INTO TAU KAPPA ALPHA

The formal initiation ceremony shall be held at 5:00 P.M., Friday, in the
Music Lounge of tire Student Union Ruilding. Candidates should specify in their
appHcations for membership to the National Secretary that they wish to be
initiated, if accepted, at tire National Conference. An impressive ceremony has
been planned. All candidates should assemble at the time and place designated.
Chapter sponsors are asked to accompany their candidates and be ready to pre
sent the prospective members formally to the induction officers. Deldee Herman

of Western Michigan University is in charge of the initiation. All inquiries should
be sent directly to her.

THE ROBERT WAGNER CHORALE

The Conference Director has been fortunate in securing permission from the
Community Concert Association to issue free tickets for the program to all per
sons attending the National Tau Kappa Alpha Conference. This promises to be
a memorable event. Tlie concert starts promptly at 8:15 P.M., Thursday, in the
Coliseum.

HORSE RACING AT KEENLAND

The Conference shall conclude in time Saturday for all interested persons to
attend tire racing program at nearby Keenland. Transportation to the track is
available for a nominal fee via Greyhound Bus Lines, or you may drive your own
car and park at the track. The Conference Director assumes no responsibility

with regard to the program at Keenland. Neither is' he in a posifion' to suggest
how you should place your bets. Good luck and may you pick the right nose.

As of February 18 fifty-seven schools had indicated their intentions to attbnd

this year's conference. The schedule is a crowded one, the group unusually large,
but with your understanding and cooperation, we shall indeed have a Golden
Anniversary.
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TKA ALUMNI

Tliis copy of The Speaker is sent to von as a gift from your Tau Kappa Alpha
chapter. The sponsor and undergraduate members of your chapter would ap
preciate hearing from you and knowing of your current activities. Names and
addres.ses of the chapter sponsors are listed on the back pages of this publication.
For continued information on all of TKA's acti\ities you are invited to sub

scribe to The Speaker at the rate of one dollar per year (4 issues) or ten dollars
for a life subscription. Remittances should be sent to:
Pbofessok Raluh Y. McGinnts

Executive Sccrefari/ of Tau Kappa Alpha
Montana State Uni\'ersitv

.Missoula, Montana

THE VALUE OF FORENSICS (c07Jtinuedfrom page 13)
become a more discerning indi\"idual. college or uni\ersity education. June
His work in other fields is aided im

commencements with

measurably through his new-found abil

newly graduated seniors truly denote a
new beginning—the entrance into a to

ity to understand. As confidence in his

their lines of

speaking ability increases the student tally new realm; a realm in which fo
finds that class discussions take on new

meaning. The student is able to take
fuller advantage of his educational op

rensic ability may well be the kev to
success.

Our American heritage is founded
upon a generous supply of informed,
Bv the same token, the person who critical, often outspoken citizens. In
has achie\ ed a degree of forensic abil the age of Sputniks and Explorers such
ity finds new areas opened to him in persons are needed in larger and larger
portunities.

the field of e.xtracurricular affaus. Tlie

numbers.

Todav, the world in all

president of a student body, the editor phases of its endeavors, is looking for
of a school paper, or the captain of a sound leadership. Good people espous
football team are all able to capitalize ing high principles with a mastery of
upon an ability to put thought into the art of speaking effectively can prop
words. Self confidence in ones own

erly infiuence the life that lies ahead

abilitv to converse effectively and in for all of us. Who can deny that the
telligently add to a student's social future for these United States may be
stature.

in the hands of those who understand

Nor is the utilization of the speaking and use their forensic training. Therein
skill limited by the term of the person's lies the true \ alue of forensics.
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DISCUSSION AND LIBERAL EDUCATION
Waldo W. Braden"

The "educated man," according to
the Trustees of Carnegie Foundation
for the Advancement of Teaching,^ pos
sesses certain basic knowledge, certain
"skills" and "competences," and "certain
attitudes, values, and habits of mind."

Tliis mythical creature, who is more an
ideal than an actuality, understands his
own nature, his relationships to others,
the physical and biological world, and
'liis religions and philosophical herit
age." He "thinks clearly" and exercises
command over his own language "in
reading, writing, and speaking" and
over the language of maAematics. He
possesses "intellectual curiosity," and
the capacities to "think critically," and
"to weigh evidence dispassionately." In
addition he is "tolerant, temperate and
balanced in judgment" as well as
mature and magnanimous. He is not
"intellectually lazy or slovenly" nor is
he dominated by "liis fears and preju
dices."

Important for tlie present considera
tion is whetlier discussion, as we teach

it in the field of speech, helps to "start

the student on tlie road to maturity."
As a discipline, does it develop the in
dividual along the lines of liberal edu
cation?

In my opinion discussion can "set the

student well and firmly in pursuit" of
a liberal education in many ways. I
shall discuss only five of these.
First, participation in discussion puts

emphasis upon critical reading and ex
haustive research. The student who

prepares to discuss a significant social,
economic, or political problem is en

couraged to read widely and thought
fully. He becomes acquainted with the
metliods of research, with the resources

of the library, with the foremost news
papers and periodicals, and witli the
important radio and television com
mentators, He reads and studies, not

The distinguished educators respon

to complete an assignment, but to satis
fy his own curiosity for information.
liberal education (or general education, Under the challenge and inspiration of
if you prefer) only comes with a life associating and exchanging views with
time of study and that four brief years otlier active thinkers, he is motivated to
of college is enough time to do httle use and to develop latent capacities.
sible for this definition concede that

more than "to set the student well and

firmly in pursuit of these goals."-

He engages in what Emerson called
"creative reading."

" Mr. Braden is Professor of Speech at Louisiana State University. Among otlier publica
tions he is co-author of Oral Decisionr-Making. He was Executive Secretary of tlie Speech
Association of America from 1954 to 1957.

1 Raymond B. Allen, Oliver C. Carmichael, Carter Davidson, Harold W. Dobbs, Laurence
M. Gould, A. Whitney Griswold, Rufus G. Harris, William V. Houston, Thomas S. Lamont, Robert A. Lovett, Howard F. Lowry, N. A. M. MacKenzie, John S. MiUis, Nathan
M. Pusey, Herman B'. Wells, and Benjamin F. Wright.
2 Based on "Liberal Education: Summary of a Discussion by the Trustees of the Car

negie Foundation for Advancement of Teaching," found in 1955-1956 Annual Report. The
meeting took place on Nov. 16, 1955.
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Second, participation in discussion
provides practice in analysis and syn
thesis of ideas. Drawing upon liis stud\'
and thought, the student learns to crys
tallize premises, to support arguments
with facts, and to be on guard against
unsupported generalizations, slanted
evidence, and oxersimplified reasoning.
He discovers the importance of briefing
as a means to seeing interrelation
ships and to checking logical structure,
flc adopts a questioning attitude, fre{pientlv asking "why" and "what is the
significance of that." In a permissixe
atmosphere shared l)v other searchers,
lie substitutes refiective thinking for

emotionalism and prejudice.

Third, participation in discussion
places a premium upon cooperation
and democratic attitudes. The discus

ser attempts to put group goals abo\e
personal desires, selfish motixes. and
hidden agendas. Under the helji and
prodding of a chairman, a recorder, anrl
a process obserxer. and xvith the adxantages of feedback, the indix idual
becomes sensitixe to biases and (|uirk.s.
to distracting and irritating manner
isms. and to reactions to his personalitx'.
In a reflectixe atmosphere he strives to
axoid personal and emotional involxement. to be tolerant of conHicting opin

ions. to adjust dilferences. and to seek

consensus.

This emphasis brings a greater axvareness of human motixes and atti

to mox'e step bv step from a "felt-need"
to a solution. In this atmosphere the
habitual fault finder or the crank must

change his outlook or find himself out
of place. Tlie good discusser is a cre
ator and an inxentor. Through practice
and experimentation he dex'elops the
ability to make difficult policy deci
sions. important in community and in
dustrial lixing.

Fifth, participation in discussion proX ides practice in the clear and effective
expression of ideas. The student improxes his oral teclmicpies in informal
and encouraging surroundings. He obserxes the speech and language of
others, making comparisons xvith his
oxvn. In the exciting interchanges xvith
other participants, he becomes eager to
put oxer his points; he dex elops an in
tensive urge to communicate and to be
understood. He recognizes tlu' import

ance of an expressixe and pleasant
voice, of acceptable pronunciation, and

of carefully chosen language. Losing

himself in the (piest for ideas, he has
no time for self-consciousness and feel

ings of timidity, but he gixes himself
fully to the gix e and take of the discus

sion.

Whether the student gains these fix iand other adxantages depends upon
the conditions under xvhich the activity
is presented. Those of us xxho have obserxed and taught discussion can testify
that these xalucs do not accrue auto-

tudes, of the importance of sharing, of maticallx- to those xvho pidl their chairs
the necessity for respecting majority together in a semi-circle or xxho indulge
opinions and for protecting minority in a street corner conversation or a bull
rights. Herein is the xery essence of session. The tlxnamics of the group,
democracy.
although important, are not sufficient to
Fourth, participation in discussion produce these results. Yes. and more
encourages constructixe thinking. Tn than practice is necessary. Like the
folloxving the steps of refiectixe think acquisition of any other knowledge,
ing as presented by John Dexvey, the skill, or attitude, the student is most
student searche.s for and xveighs solu likely to improxe under the guidance of
tions in addition to investigating xvhat a xxise. patient, and xx ell trained teacher
is xxTong xvith the status (|uo. He learns and an alert, skillful, and fluent critic.
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PUBLIC ADDRESS AND WESTERN CIVILIZATION
W. Norwood Brigance"

Not long ago I went back to my alma
Scores of times since, I have sat on
mater for my 40tli reunion. Like the planning committees for college curric
criminal who is supposed to revisit the ula. On most of them some person or
scene of his crime, I went again into group wanted a new required course,
every classroom where I had sat as a a required course which they fondly
student. I ran my mind back across the thought that if American youth were
40 years to the professors under whom required to take would better their ed
I had sat. All told there were 26. ucation. But always I have asked my
Eighteen of them had not influenced self,"What good will a required course
me much, or at least this influence has

do, no matter how valuable its contents,

long since been diluted in tlie stream
of time. But eight had influenced me
profoundly, so profoundly that I am
still in their debt. Hiere was no unity
in the subject matter of these eight pro
fessors. One was in Engflsh, one in
journalism, one in history, one in
speech, one in geology, and two in
physics. I was a social science major,
but you will note that only one of these
most influential professors was in the

if it is taught by an inept instructor?"
To that question I have never found

social sciences, and tliat tliree were in

who was not also an effective lecturer.

geology and physics. Why had these
eight professors left such a permanent
influence? Looking back across the 40
years I now know why. All had been
superb lecturers! Each had "given en
ergy to truth" because, in addition to
knowing his subject, he knew also how
to vitalize it in the minds of students.
Of each it could be said what Wood-

the answer.

My favorite query to former students
ten years after is, "From what courses
in college did you profit most?" I have

been asking that question now for 25
years, and I have yet to have any sig
nificant percentage name any course,
required or not, taught by an instructor
Not long ago a college professor tried
to explain away his deficiency as a
teacher by saying,"Of course, I am not

a speaker." He was -wrong. Every col
lege professor is a speaker. He cannot
escape or evade being a speaker. This
man was simply a terribly poor speaker,
and ten years after, no student ever
named him as their most influential

row Wilson said of another great lec professor.
turer, Adam Smith: He knew "that
But the college classroom is only a
clearness, force, and beauty of style are small stage in our national life, and
absolutely necessary to his way of smaller still in our Western Civiliza
thinking. . . . He knew that wit was of tion. We are warned repeatedly that
no avail without wit's proper words. . . . America is faced -witli a shortage of
He bestowed the most painstaking care, scientists, engineers, technical experts,
therefore, not only upon what he was and even skilled workers. True. But
to say, but also upon tlie way in which we are also faced -with another shortage
he was to say it." So had these eight that is just as critical. It is a shortage
professors.
of enough competent speakers to carry
" Mr. Brigance is Professor of Speech at Wabash College. He is the author of numerous
articles and books in public address and was president of the Speech Association of America
in 1946.
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on tlic business tjf ISO/KRUKX) people
ii\ing together in a free sotiet\. We
have engineers who can build Inidges
and skyscrapers. We have scientists
authors who can vNTite great ])Ooks—

learned to write important ideas in
clear English. Ideas are vital and skill
in writing is vital, yet some of the most
brilliant writers of important ideas have
remained among the world's worst
speakers. The reason is ol)viou.s. One

welK anyhow, thev can write books.

writes in solitude, and sets down ideas

who can crack tlie atom.

We have

But we don't ha\'e enougli competent to be read in solitude. But speaking
speakers to carry on tlie e^•ervdav Inisi- re{pnres that the speech be created on
ness of li\'ing together in a democracy. the instant and in the presence of the
Tlie result is that we are usually in

listeners.

communication trouble of one kind or
another.

preservation of our inherited civiliza

The welfare of our nation and the

Among the most precious possessions tion, then, re{juires that an adequate
percentage of our leaders know how to
speak
effectively, intelligentlv, and re
tliat must be preser\cd under all cir
sponsibly.
It requires us to giv e up the
cumstances. But civilization is never
notion
that
"anvbodv can talk" merely
static. It is changing continuously so
because
he
has vocal cords. It requires
that now, as in the day when the pro
verb was first vvTitten, "all things are in us to accept the facts of life that effec
perpetual Hu.\ and fleeting." It calls for tive public talk requires discipline, skill
constant examinations and continuous and special training. We know, of
intelligent discussion bv people who course, that "anybody can cut." But we
can humanize truth and energize know also know that a child capable of cut
ledge. It calls for people who can do ting out paper dolls is not competent
this, not only tliroiigh the indirect writ to cut out iiuman appentiixes. In other
ten channels, but also through the im words, we recognize at once that there
mediate. direct, face-to-face spoken are various levels of cutting, tliat some
are simple and some are highly dif
word, formally and informally, around
ficult.
Intelligent people also recognize
a table and from a platform, before
that there are v arious lev els of talking.
small groups and large.
Some, like gossip and chatter, are
These speakers cannot be set apart simple. Others, like public discussion,
into a separate profession like law. are highly difficult.
jiiedicine, education, industrial manage
Until enough of our leaders can
ment or the clergy. We cannot say. speak effectively, intelligentlv, and re
"This group of experts will teacli the sponsibly—and until our colleges and
schools, and that group of c.xperts will universities can make it possible for
give the speeches." Or "Tlicse spccial- them to do so—we must continue to live
i.sts will manage industry and those at the risk of the grand assumption that
specialists will do the speechmaking." our nation and our civilization are
No group of experts can long hire worth preserv ing.
others to speak for it, !t must do its
Curtis Bok once said, "In the whole
()wn speaking, or in the end be mis histon.' of law and order the longest
understood, needlessly criticized, or step forward was taken by primitive
even persecuted.
man when, as if by common consent,
Unhappily, people do not become the tribe sat down in a circle and al
effective speakers merely because tliey lowed only one man to speak at a
liave ideas, or even l)ecause thev have time." Tliat. perhap.s. was the beginof mankind is an inheritt-d ci\ili7.ation
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ning of civilization. Since that begin substitute for knowledge and wisdom.
ning, the welfare of the group has been But we need repeatedly to remind our
affected by how wisely and well the selves that wisdom and truth in our
leaders could speak. No one need be free society need speaking to make
told that effective speaking cannot be a them effective.

DEBATE AND GENERAL EDUCATION
Lionel Crocker"

The fundamental purpose of inde
Today tliere is much interest among
educators in independent study for stu pendent study is motivation. One of
dents in our colleges. Students choose the big problems in hberal education is
a project and study it at their own pace interest. The average student in a lib
in their own way. They may stay on eral education set-up does not have the
the campus or they may take trips to zest for learning that administrators
places where they can find the informa would like him to have. Professional
tion. Independent study hopes to de students, it seems, go at their work in
velop initiative, creativeness, thinking earnest and do their best. While the
abihty, a sense of values, and the abil debater, regardless of course of study,
ity to make relevant judgments. Re is motivated because he knows that he
cently, a book has been published by must get the answers to puzzling ques
Garber Drushal, and associates, of

Wooster College, on the matter of
independent study in twenty selected
American colleges.
But is independent study anything
new? Has not debating been a form of
independent study for the past 80
years? Without making a great deal of
fuss about it, year in and year out,
many students have been trained to
(1) think effectively, (2) communi
cate, (3) make relevant judgments,

tions or be made a fool of in the next
debate. The debater wants to win.

The debater spends hour after hour in
the library on his own, digging out the
materials that wiU enable him to give a
good account of himself. Week-end
after week-end he gives up to debate.
He travels far and wide. Charles R.

Layton of Muskingum College often
takes his debaters to the state capitol
in Columbus for work in the hbraries

ucation. And debate meets the criteria

during holidays such as Thanksgiving
and Lincoln's Birthday.
We people who believe in the merits
of debate on the hberal arts campus
never forget the splendid tribute paid

set up by Hoyt Hudson in his widely
read Educating Liberally—to overcome
ignorance, muddleheadedness, and insensibihty. Independent study is trying
to do for the rest of the student body
what debating has been doing for these

the debater by one of the great thinkers
of our time, the one-time president of
Amherst College, Alexander Meiklejohn. Every debate coach ought to
carry this statement in his wallet to
read when he gets weary and discour

many years.

aged:

and (4) discriminate between values.

These will be recognized as the aims
of the Harvard Report for General Ed

" Mr. Crocker is Professor of Speech at Denison University. He has published articles and
books in several areas of speech and was president of the Speech Association in 1952.
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If we view college life fairlv, we can not
fail to take account of tlie constantly re
peated statements of jiraduales that tliev
count certain "acti\ itii'S' as lia\ ing been of

baters. It is no wonder that debaters
are welcomed into the classes in the

far greater educational \aliie than the

social sciences. The professor is sure of
luu ing a stimulating class if he can spot

studies given and taken in tlie classroom.

one or two debaters on Ins class roll.

I am sure tliat this statement contains more

Tlie point is that people ha\e to he

of fal-sitv' than of tnitli. But there is a
truth in it, and it hehooses us to isolate it

and look it squarely in tlie face.
As I look hack on my own e.xperience of
teaching and disciplining 1 seem to see
what these graduates mean. I see it most
clearH- when I try to single out from the

long line of students one group whieh will
stand forth as intellectually the host—best
in college work and best in promise of fu
ture intelleetual aeliievement,

Mueh as 1

should like to do so. I eamiot draw the line

around mv own favorite students of philos
ophy, nor the leaders in mathematics, nor

those successful in biology; nor could 1
fairly award the palm to the I'lii Beta
Kappa men who have excelled in their siihjects. It seems to me that stronger than imv

other group, tougher of intellectual filler,

keener in intelleetual interest, better erjuipped to battle with coming problems, arc the
college dobaters-thc boys, who, apart from
their regular studies, hand themsebes to
gether for intellectual contnn crsv with each

trained to discuss and debate.

Debating teaches the teclmi(juc of
argument for a democratic .society.
few of the concepts the debater learns
that are of \alue to him in his general
education are such fundamentals as the

following: The debater learns to know
what lie is talking about. He insists on
definition. He knows that the history
and origin of a <piestion are important
in yielding the issues. Tlie debater is
tauglit to ferret out the i.s.sues. The deImtei knows that he who proposes a
change in the status quo must accept
the burden ol proof. Tlie debater
knows the weaknesses of testimonx'; he

knows how to tjuestion "facts." The
debater knows that the negatixe can
take one of sexeral lines of attack: the

negatixe can simply refute; they can
maintain the status quo; thex- can offer
If you ha\e not read This Tongue a counter plan. Where else in the cur
Tied Democracy by A. Wliitney Gris- riculum does he learn these and similar
wold of Yale University, bv all nieaas techniques? And in addition the stu
do so. It is a good argument for dis dent hnirns hoxx' to think on his feet.
cussion and debate for all students. His mind after mueh training acts in
13ut President Griswold assumes that trigger-like fashion in mustering sup
all .students can argue and discuss with port for his assertions. The debater
out any particular stud)' or training. learns hoxx' to use his x oiee and body in
getting across his meaning. Instead of
He beliex es that students in a residen
tial college should eliew and digest the being a hindrance, his physical self aids
lectures tliey have heard in the elass- him in his argument.
room, among themsehes. But anyone
College debating has xvon a place of
who has sat in on college hull sessions merit on the campus. I like the story in
knows how they go round and round xvhich A. Craig Baird of the State Uniand always come out at the same place. xersity of loxxa plays a part. You may
It would be an eye opener for anv col remember that he had the first debate
lege president to sit in a hotel room team that made a trip around the
before or after a college debate tourna xx'orld. This xvas xxhen he xvas teaching
ment, or in an automobile going to or at Bates College, an institution xvith a
coming from a debate and hear mo great debate tradition. When President
mentous questions torn to shreds and Virgil Hancher of loxva landed at the
put hack togetlier again hv college de Crovdon airport outside London, Engother and with their iricuds of other col

leges.
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land, he was met by a delegation of Ox bate is a tool of democracy. For ex
ford University debaters. They said ample, American ideas of education
they had come to greet him out of re were carried to the Philippines when
spect for A. Craig Baird who had done America took over the educational sys
so much for international debating. Re tem of those islands. One of the boys
cently Professor Baird was invited by who was educated according to Amer
his university to give the commence ican standards was Carlos P. Romulo,
ment address at his institution.
now ambassador from his country to
The college librarian is only too glad the United States. Today Ambassador
to put the debate books on a special Romulo is the spokesman of the East
shelf and, if there is room in die h- to the West. His service to democracy
brary, to set aside a special room for at Bandung was incalculable. Read
that great speech and see the debater
the debaters to confer and read.
Usually there is little dilBeulty in at work. Of his experience in high
getting adequate support for debating. school and college debate, he says:
Sometimes debate derives its support
from the general fund, sometimes from
student funds. Often students give as
much as a dollar per student to aid the
debate fund. When one considers the

proportionate number participating in
the debate activity, this is liberal in
deed. College administrators give a
sympathetic ear to requests for funds.
At Denison University the Student
Senate contributes $125 per year to
bring the British debaters to the
campus. The other funds, $1800 per
year, come from the administration. A

It is true that I entered several oratorical

contests in my school days. I was captain
of the debating teams both in high school
and in college. Public speaking is an aid
to clear thinking. It has been of great
help to me in my career as a member of
the foreign service of the Philippines.
Freedom of speech is one of the boons in
a democracy. However, it is only when the
citizens make fuU use of it that it can serve
its function of revitalization. Hence the ne

cessity of being able to think logically and

speak clearly. Dictatorship shuns public
speaking. It is only where popular wiU is
enshrined that speech flourishes. It is the
safety valve of demoeracy.

Let us never forget that debate is not

debate coach who is dedicated to his

an end in itself. Debate training is for
debate program will get all the support the purpose of making the individual
he needs.

an articulate member of a democratic

Debate has proved itself. One can
not ignore the fine record that debaters
have made in life. For example, study

society. A college community is part of
our American democratic society. The
debater does not have to wait until he

graduates to make his influence felt. In
Sigma Rho key shows that one out of student government, in the classroom,
five of that fraternity made Who's Who in committee meetings, in the frater
in America.
nity, in bull sessions, the debater caii
Debate is an integral part of the use the splendid training he has re
American concept of education. De ceived.
of the debaters who wear the Delta
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CHARTERED CHAPTERS OF TAU KAPPA ALPHA

Chapter Sponsors: Please check the listing of your chapter and let the Editor
know of any changes or corrections needed.
INSTITUTION AND LOCATION

SPONSOR

AND

ADDRESS

Univ. of Alabama. University, Ala

Pruf. Annabel Hagood, Dept of Speech

Alabama Poly. Inat., Auburn, Ala

Prof. John A. Stovall. Jr.. Dept. of Speech

Alma Colleee, Alma, Michigan
Unlv, of Arkansas. Fayetteville, Ark

Prof. M. Harold Mikle, Dept. of Speech
Prof. Ralph W. Wiilener. Dept. of Speech & Dra

Arkansas S.T.C., Conway, Arkansas

Miss Leona Scoti

matic Art

Ball State T. C., Muncie, Indiana

Prof. David Shepard, Dept. of English

Berea College, Berea, Kentucky

Prof. Robert A. Cornett

Bridgewater College, Bridgewater, Va
Brigham Young Unlv.. Provo, Utah

Dr. Calvin C. Rorlin, Dept. of HisU>ry
.....Piuf. Jed Richardson. Speech Center

Bucknell Unlv., Lewisburg, Pa

Prof. Frank W. Merritt, Dept. of English

Butler University. Indianapolis, Ind.
Capital University. Columbus, Ohio
Case Inst. of Tech., Cleveland, Ohio
Clark University. Worcester, Mass
Univ. of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio

Prof. Nicholas M, Gripe. Dept. of Speech
Prof. Howard C. Morgan, Dept. of Speech
Prof. James Mclntyre, Director of Debate
Mr. Carl O. Borrncr, Jr., Dept. of English
Prof. Ruth Dowden. Dept. of English

Colorado College, Colorado Springs, Colorado
Cornell College, Mt. Vernon, Iowa
Davidson College. Davidson, North Carolina

Prof. Bentley B. Gilbert
Prof. Walter F. Stromer, Director of Speech
Prof. Raymond W. Tyson, Dept. of Speech

Denlson Univ.. Granville. Ohio

Prof. Lionel Crocker. Dept. of Speech

Univ. of Denver. Denver, Colo

Prof. B. E. Bradley, School of Speech

Dickinson College, Carliate, Pa

Dr. Herbert Wing, Dept. of History-

Drew University. Madison. N.J

Prof. Ralph Johnson

Duke University. Durham. N.C
Earlham College. Richmond. Ind

Prof. Joseph Wetherby. Dept. of Speech
Prof. E. Ovville Johnson, Dept. of Speech

Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia

JWr, Richard Maher

Emory & Henry College, Emory, Va

Dean Victor S. Armbrisler

Evansville College, Evansville, Ind

Dr. V. G. Logan

Uaiv. of Florida. Gainesville. Fla

Prof. Douglas Ehninger, Dept. of Speech

Florida State University. Tallahassee, Fla

Prof. Gregg Phifer, Dept. of Speech

Furman University, Greenville, S. C

JUr. Robert R. Kunkel, Dept. of Speech

Hampden-Sydney College, Hampden-Sydney, Va.

Prof. D. M. Allan, Dept. of Philosophy

Hcdyart College, Geneva, New York

Prof. E. E. Griffith. Dept. of Speech

Howard College. Birmingham, Ala

Prof. G. Allan Yeomans, Dept. of Speech

Indiana S.T.C.. Terre Haute, Ind

Prof. Otis J. Aggertt. Dept. of Speech

Univ. of Kentucky. Lexington. Ky.

Prof. Gilford Blyton. Dept. nf Eng.. Speech and

Keuka College, Keuka Park, New York

Prof. Charles L. Wallis, Dept. of English

Dramatics

Arts

Lafayette College, Easton, Pa

Mr. William Watt, Dept. of English

Lincoln Memorial Univ. Harrogate. Tenn

Prof. Earl Hobson Smith, Dept. of Speech

Long Beach State College. Long Beach, Cal

Dr. Joseph A. Wagner. Dept. of Speech

Louisiana State Univ. Baton Rouge, La.

Prof. Waldo W. Braden, Dept. of Speech

Loyola College. Baltimore, Maryland

Prof. James A. Perrott, 1221 Winston Rd.

Lynchburg, College. Lynchburg, Va

Prof. Harold Garretson, Dept. of Chemistry

Manchester College. N. Manchester. Ind

Prof. Paul Keller. Dept. of Speech
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8P0N80S AND ADDRESS

Msnicato State College. Mankato,

».,...„Prof. V. E. Beekman. Die. of Languaga A Ltt.

University of Maryland, College Park. Md...>....M.....~...~Prof. M. M. Anapol. Dept. of Speech
Mass. Inst. of Technology. Cambridge. Maaa.......

Mr. W. T. Krasnow, 14K-881

McMurry College, Abilene. Texas

Memphis State College. Memphis. TenBeaste

,.>Prof. Joseph H. Riggs, Dept. of Speaeh

Mercer Uaiv., Macon. Georgia.......

Dr. Helen G. Thornton. Coeeh of Debate

Miami Unlv.. Oxford. Ohlo..„„.>
Prof. Bernard F. Phelps. Dept.
Univ. of Miami. Coral Gables. Fla........._...._,....,..._„,..,..,.Prof. Donald Sprague, Dept. of
Univ. of Miss., University, Miss
Clyde E. Reeves. Dept of
Montana SUte Univ., Missoula, Mont
Prof. Ralph Y. McGlnnis, Dept
Morgan State College, Baltimore, VeryUtiit

-

of Speech
Si>eecb
Speech
of Speeeb

Harold B. Chlnn

Murray State Cfellege, Murray, Ky..—-.._--......»..»»..„.Prof. J. Albert Tracy. Dept. of Speech
Muskingum College. New Concord. Ohlo..___
Prof. Charles R. Layton. Dept o# Speech
Univ. of New Hampshire. Durham. N.H. ..>..-..„_.._.._Prof. Phyllis Williams

Onlv. of New Mexico. AJbuquewjue, N. H

....Prof. Wayne Eubank. Dept of Speech

State Univ. of New York, State Col. for Teachers,AIbany..Prof. Samuel Prichard. Jr., Dept. of English

New York Univ. (Univ. Hta.), New York City

Prof. Raymond 8. Beard, Dept of Speech

Now York Univ. (Wash. Sq.), New York City

Prof. Merritt B. Jones, Dept of Speech

University of Notre Dame. Notre Dame, Ind.

Prof. Leonard F. Sommer, Dept of Speech

OceidenUi College, Los Angeles, Calif.
Ohio University, Athens. Ohio.

Prof. Norman Freestone, Dept of Speech
Prof. Lorin C. SUats. School of Dramatiea Arts and
Speech

Paeiflc Univ., Forest Grave, Oregon„>~...»........,.,.............Prof. Albert C. Hingston, Dept of Speech
Purdue University. Lafayette, Ind—
.Prof. Henry L. Ewbank, Jr., Dept of Speeeb
Randolph-Macon College. Ashland. Va.>.,>,~~.....>.>.,..-..J*rof. Edgar E. MacDonald
Univ. of Rhode Island. Kingston, B.L

Univ. of Riehmond, Richmond, Va~.._.....

Prof. Spencer D. Albright Dept of Pol. Set

Roanoke College, Salem,

William R. Coulter

Eutgera Univ., New Brunswlek, NJ.-..—

..—..Prof. Kari R. Moll, Dept of Speech

St Cloud State College, St Cloud, Minn.._«._...M«.>...>,Prof. Oscar H. Ingram, Dept of Speech

St Lawrence University, Canton, N. Y.
Mr. Cbarlea R. Gruner, Dept of Speech
Santa Barbara College (U, of Caiif.)....~-_~..>..>..>,.......Prof. Upton S. Palmer, Dept of Speeeb
Santa Barbara, Calif.

Univ. of South Carolina, Columbia. S.C.»._.,.,>..............~Prof. M. G. Christophersen
Univ. of 8. Dakota, Vermilllon, 8.D.._
Merrill T. Baker. Dept ot Speech
Univ. ot South. Calif., Loe Angela, Calif..,..............,....„Prof. James H. McBath, Dept of Speech

Southern Methodist Univ., Dallas, TexaB......„„.....,...._._...Pn>f. Harold Weiss, Dept of Speech
Southwestern College, Memphis, Tenn—
„»..„Prof. Raymond S. HIU, Dept of Speech

Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxvllle, Tenn...

...............Prof. Robert L. Hickcy, Dept of English

Tufts University, Medford. Mass
m*, Robert M. O'Neil, Packard Hall
Ursinus College. Collegevillc, Pa..~>..>........-..,._..,...-,..._Praf. A. G. Kershner, Jr., Dept of English

Univ. of Utah, Salt Lake City, TTtah
,,
Pw>f George A. Adamson, Dept of Speech
Utah StaU University, Logan. Utah.................„,....._..._Praf. Rex £. Robinson, Dept ot Speech
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.™...-—
-.-Dr. Dwight L. Freahley, Dept of Speeeb
Univ. of Vermont, Burlington, Vt —
-...—.-...-...-.Prof. Robert Huber, Dept of Speeeb

Virginia Poly, Institute, Blaeksburg, Va—

....Mr. J. E. Hardy, Box 258. Blaeksburg. Va.

Wabash College, Crawfordsvllle, Indiana..—.-.———..Prof, Victor Po«-eil, Dept. of Speech
Waynesburg College, Waynesburg, Pa

-..-Prof. Arthur Mintier

Western Mich. University, Kalamaioo, Mich..
Westminster College, New Wilmington, Pa.

-.-

College of Wm. and Mary, WilHamsburg, Va.

Willamette Univ., Salem, Oregon

Prof. Charles Helgaeen, Dept of Speeeb
—....
—.....frof. Donald L. McConkey, Dept of Speech

————Prof. Howard W. Runkel, Dept of Speech

Wittenberg College, Springfield, Ohio....———Prof. Paul R. Brees, Dept of Speech
Xavler Univ., Cincinnati, Ohio

—

Rev, Vincent C. Horrigan. S. J.
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